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Night & White
LIGHT SYSTEM PROPOSAL

Considering the needs in lighting, you can embed your solution in the furniture.

How it works:
For a simplified choice, each element of the collection has a specific lighting kit

with optional system in halogen or LED.

Why choose night & white?
Urban equipment supplied with built-in lighting, providing scenic and sculptural

lighting effects. It allows us to rediscover the presence of the night sky, and enjoying

unforgettable moments. Moreover represents an economic solution and energy

savings. Enlighten urban life ….
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VIÚVA LAMEGO HANDMADE TILES PROPOSAL



Viúva Lamego
HANDMADE TILES

Considering environmental issues and landscaping needs, you can have a standard

model and add it a bespoken design solution.

How it works:
For a simplified choice, each element of the collection has a specific ceramic

tiles kit, with the option of a selected range tiles and tailored tiles.

Why choose Viúva Lamego tiles?
Create elements that allow us to be immersed in Portuguese history, culture and

tradition. A new urban furniture collection combining minimalist design with the

identity of the Portuguese handmade tiles of Viúva Lamego. Local and global

heritage...



Design by Paulo Reis

CUBICA BENCHES

CUBICA SINGLE TOTENS

CUBICA DOUBLE TOTENS



Design by Paulo Reis

ORGÂNICA BENCHES

ORGÂNICA SINGLE TOTENS

ORGÂNICA DOUBLE TOTENS



Totens with Augmented Heritage Support:

Augmented reality mobile applications towards Tourism have created an enormous value regarding innovation and

differentiation. This new tool may be applied in squares, museums and galleries where objects like paintings, sculptures

and ruins can be "augmented". Moreover it may also be complemented in real time with contents such as text, images,

3d animations, audio or video.

Easy Contents:
The use of this technology allows the production of a bespoken urban furniture model with dynamic QR.

Easy Installation:
Fixed on the ground - leaded directly in concrete foundation



Interactive Itineraries

The City Plan model combines a customized urban furniture concrete totem with dynamic QR technology. It allows easy

access to some microsites, by downloading an AR application, available for Android and iOS, with the possibility of image

recognition, GPS location, tactile activation and augmented reality.

Create an interaction between the artistic society and the city itself, visited through mobile and
online. Models are destined to capture the public's attention, by informing regular events such as
festivals and concerts, as well as projects of cultural and artistic character. This model also
empowers the offer of local services and traditional commerce.

Festivals; Concerts; Fairs; Handicraft Shops…

Create interaction between tourists and the city itself through mobile devices and online. Change
the relationship between the tourist and the city allowing a different and innovative visit with new
experiences. The tourist is capable to associate links to touristic points of interest in each city,
monitoring communication and updating information for local sightseeing places.

Wines; Restaurants; Traditional Paths; Traditional Sweets…

Reinforce the touristic promotion concerning its country cultural angle, beneficiating the mobility,
interaction and increased visibility of the touristic offer of the visiting cities. To give information to
the visitors especially the one of cultural nature, forces the tourist to get out and explore the city
he is visiting and wants to know better. This way he receives additional information regarding
interest spots.

Museums;   Monuments;   Fado; Events...

PLANO CITY
CULTURE & MONUMENTS
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